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You can find a 2018 update to the costs of detention here.

Executive Summary
One symptom of our broken immigration system is the exorbitant spending on detaining hundreds
of thousands of immigrants annually. Physical detention, which is costly and severe, could be
reduced by only holding immigrants whose release would pose a danger to the community. The
government could employ less expensive alternatives for the majority of immigrants in detention.
Billions of dollars could be saved if the government reduced its over reliance on detention and
properly allocated resources towards more humane and cost-effective alternative methods of
monitoring.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), located in the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS), has begun prioritizing enforcement against repeat immigration violators and those with
criminal records, rather than using limited resources to target immigrants with no criminal records,
who pose no danger to the community, and are contributing to our economy. However, ICE’s use of
discretion has been limited so far, and resources are still used to detain and deport aspiring
citizens who pose no risk. Using prosecutorial discretion is an opportunity to reshape our vast
immigration detention system, yet that opportunity continues to be squandered.

Despite a more focused approach by DHS to immigration enforcement, the White House continues
to request billions of dollars for the detention operations of ICE. For the Fiscal Year that begins
October 1, 2013 (Fiscal year 2014), DHS and the White House requested $1.84 billion for DHS
Custody Operations. This funding level would amount to over $5 million per day spent on
immigration detention. This funding level would put the current cost to detain an immigrant at
approximately $159 per day at a capacity of 31,800. The House of Representatives would spend
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even more. Furthermore, many of these detention dollars flow to enormous private prison
corporations that stand to reap significant profits when the number of detained immigrants
increases.

Detention should not be used as the default approach to enforcing immigration laws. Less wasteful
and equally effective alternatives to detention exist. Estimates from the Department of Homeland
Security show that the costs of these alternatives can range from 70 cents to $17 per person per
day. If only individuals convicted of serious crimes were detained and less expensive alternative
methods were used to monitor the rest of the currently detained population, taxpayers could save
more than $1.44 billion per year—almost an 80 percent reduction in annual costs. An examination
of the numbers makes it clear—the dollars spent to detain immigrants do not add up to something
that makes sense.

An Overview of Immigration Detention Costs
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) requested approximately $2 billion in funding for
immigration detention for 2014, which runs October 1, 2013 to September 30, 2014.[1] This
funding level would support Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) with funding to maintain
a detention capacity of 31,800 people in nearly 257 facilities[2] on any given night, including
operational expenses, at an average of $5.05 million per day (See Figure 1). The House of
Representatives has made clear that it intends to fund immigration detention at levels that exceed
the request from the Administration, specifically $5.6 million per day spent on immigration
detention and 34,000 daily detention beds for FY 2014.[3]

Two figures are used in calculating the average daily cost of immigration detention per person:
$119 per daily bed is the number ICE has provided in their annual performance report[4] but $159
per daily bed includes ICE’s operational expenses.[5] ICE officials have confirmed that the cost of
detention is higher than the figure they generally report.[6]

Figure 1

These costs are a slight decline from the $164 per daily bed the National Immigration Forum
calculated based on FY2012 numbers.[7] The decline is attributed to the administration’s efforts to
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reduce the number of detention beds by 2,200, and to increase the use of detention alternatives,
which cost significantly less than the cost of detention.[8]

The House of Representatives endeavors to spend even more taxpayer money, their authorized
amount annually exceeding what DHS requests, on the detention operations of ICE. For Fiscal
Year 2014, the House of Representatives approved a budget of $5.4 billion for ICE operations,
$2.04 billion for Custody Operations.[9] This is $193 million more than the President requested and
would accommodate the detention of 34,000 immigrants on any given day.[10] This is an increase
of $15.25 million dollars above FY2013 appropriations. This funding level would amount to $5.6
million per day spent on immigration detention or $164 per day per person.[11]

 

 Immigration Detention in the US
Immigration detention has been used by the United States in various forms throughout the
country’s history. It was temporarily suspended, with the closing of Ellis Island in 1954, and
seemed to be extinct. With the influx of Haitian and Cuban refugees in the 1980’s its use was
reinstated, and since that time the system has steadily expanded through legislation and
policy initiatives. Through the Illegal Immigrant Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996 (IIRIRA), Congress increased the number of aliens subject to mandatory detention,
resulting in Immigration and Nationality Services (INS) expanding the number of detention
beds available to meet the mandate. During the 108  Congress P.L. 108-458 the Intelligence
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 directed the Secretary of Homeland Security to
increase the number of detention beds by 8,000 annually starting in FY2006 through FY2010.
Eventually, the House Appropriations Committee began incorporating a mandate into the
annual appropriations bill. The FY2014 bill requires DHS to maintain 34,000 beds.

 

 

Despite the call for fiscal restraint from Congress in all areas of the federal budget, immigration
enforcement has continued to see dramatic growth over the last several years (Illustrated in Figure
1). The average number of daily detention beds has nearly doubled, from 18,000 in 2004 to the
current capacity of 34,000.[12] From 2001 to 2011 the total number of immigrants who pass
through ICE detention per year rose from 204,459 individuals in 2001, to a record breaking
429,247 individuals in FY2011.[13] Also, according to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the
immigration reform legislation passed in June by the U.S. Senate has the potential to increase the
prison population by 14,000 inmates annually.[14]

While over the last several decades Congress has taken every opportunity to expand the
immigration detention system through the bed mandate, there is a growing bipartisan chorus that is
questioning its use. During the consideration of the DHS Appropriations Bill for FY2014 an
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amendment was offered by Representatives Theodore Deutch (D-FL) and Bill Foster (D-IL) that
would have eliminated the requirement that DHS to maintain and fill 34,000 beds every day.
Questions of the efficiency of the bed mandate were also raised during a House Judiciary
Committee hearing when Representative Spencer Bachus (R-AL) cited the effectiveness of
alternatives to detention.[15] While the amendment to the appropriations bill ultimately failed, by a
vote of 190-232,[16] there was bipartisan support for the elimination of the mandate and the
actions taken by members reflects the growing support amongst both Democrats and Republicans
that ICE should be allowed to use more cost efficient methods.

Figure 2[17]

Congress’ expansion of the immigration detention system, through increased bed mandates, has
created a profitable market for both private prison corporations and local governments.[18] In
FY2013 nearly 244 state and county jails were contracted to house immigrant detainees on behalf
of ICE (nearly 70 percent of the detained immigrant population).[19] Additionally, private
correctional corporations are contracted to house detainees in their private facilities, and some of
these corporations have built facilities strictly to house immigration detainees. Currently, ICE
utilizes seven Contract Detention Facilities (CDF) and has said that they are exploring the cost
effectiveness of these facilities. Additionally, ICE owns and operates six detention facilities, called
Service Processing Centers (SPC’s).[20]

Political pressure from private prison lobbies and local governments have played a large role in
keeping detention centers open. Local government officials have treated the increase in bed
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mandates as a source of revenue for counties and a job creator for their region.[21] This has made
it difficult to terminate contracts and leases on detention facilities.[22] The demand for jobs has
taken priority over the poor conditions of confinement or whether detainees should be incarcerated
in the first place.[23]

Prosecutorial Discretion
After years of using sweeping and haphazard enforcement methods, ICE has made attempts to
use more targeted efforts, focusing on individuals whose removals are a high priority for the
agency. This is a needed shift after years of using resources to detain many immigrants who are
not a danger or threat to their communities. From 1996 to 2006, 65 percent of immigrants who
were detained and deported were detained after being arrested for non-violent crimes.[24]
Between 2009 and 2011, over half of all immigrant detainees had no criminal records.[25] Of those
with any criminal history, nearly 20 percent were merely for traffic offenses.[26]

ICE’s new policy is to prioritize apprehension and detention of individuals convicted of serious
criminal offenses. In June 2010, ICE Director John Morton released a memorandum which
signaled the agency’s first steps towards a more focused enforcement. The memorandum outlines
the civil immigration enforcement priorities of ICE, focusing on removing individuals who are a
threat to national security, public safety, and border security. With regard to detention, this directive
stated “as a general rule, ICE detention resources should be used to support the enforcement
priorities…or for aliens subject to mandatory detention by law.”[27] It also directed ICE personnel
to avoid detention where possible of individuals with serious physical or mental illnesses or who
are disabled, pregnant, nursing, or are primary caretakers, or whose detention is “not in the public
interest.”[28]

Mandatory Detention
IIRIRA which was passed in 1996 greatly expanded mandatory detention in the United States.
Immigrants under the following categories must be detained pending removal proceedings:
commission of a crime involving moral turpitude with sentences over a year
conviction of multiple criminal offenses with a total sentence of 5 or more years of
imprisonment
commission of any drug offense, including if the immigration authorities have reason to
believe that you are a drug trafficker
commission of any prostitution-related offense
involvement in terrorist activity
involvement in significant human trafficking
involvement in money laundering
The categories generally are related to the grounds of inadmissibility and deportability in the

INA.  Detention is mandatory regardless of eligibility for relief from removal. While
prosecutorial discretion has fallen short of the expectations of many until Congress amends
its mandatory detention laws there will continue to be high levels of immigration detention.
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A subsequent memorandum was released in June 2011, consistent with the 2010 memorandum; it
further outlined the use of “prosecutorial discretion” to advance enforcement priorities. In terms of
detention, under this memorandum, “prosecutorial discretion” applies to a broad range of
enforcement decisions, including “deciding whom to detain or to release on bond, supervision,
personal recognizance, or other condition.”[29] Among other things, officers are encouraged to
consider a person’s criminal history, the agency’s civil immigration enforcement priorities, the
circumstances of the person’s arrival in the United States, and the person’s pursuit of education in
the United States.[30]

In August 2011, DHS Secretary Napolitano announced that the agency would review its backlog of
immigration removal cases in order to apply prosecutorial discretion, and that prosecutorial
discretion should be applied consistently in new immigration cases.[31] Nearly two years later,
despite the promise of the August 2011 memorandum, ICE had identified only nine percent of the
non-detained cases as amenable for prosecutorial discretion[32], and only 23,063 cases had been
administratively closed as of July 31, 2013, which makes up on 7.1 percent of the back log.[33]

Most recently, subsequent to a memorandum by Secretary Napolitano in June of 2012, the
administration has suspended the deportation of certain so called “DREAMers.” The memo
outlines the use of prosecutorial discretion with respect to those brought to the United States as
children. Since that time ICE has reviewed over 1,900 pending and new deportation cases,
indicating the ones that may qualify for deferred action under the administration’s new policy.[34]

The slow pace to effectively implement prosecutorial discretion comes at a high cost to the
government, and is dire for detained individuals, who might otherwise settle their immigration case
outside a prison cell. The guidance issued thus far offers a practical and deliberate way to inject
these methods into the existing system. With detention costs high and deprivation of the liberty a
severe governmental action, this would be the time for ICE to apply these guidelines liberally.
Despite the steps already taken, much remains to be done in order to maximize the use of
prosecutorial discretion in immigration enforcement, especially where the use of detention is
concerned.

Privatization of ICE-owned Detention
Facilities
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As previously indicated, the expansion of the immigration detention system has created a
profitable market for those involved in operating county and state jails. The private prison industry
has also benefited directly from this expansion. Corrections Corporation of America (CCA) is the
largest ICE detention contractor, operating a total of fifteen ICE-contracted facilities with a total of
5,800 beds.[35] GEO Group, Inc. (GEO), the second largest ICE contractor, operates seven
facilities with a total of 7,183 beds.[36] In FY2012 CCA and GEO reported annual revenues of $1.8
billion[37] and $1.5 billion[38] respectively. In December 2010, GEO purchased B.I. Incorporated, a
company that has lucrative government contracts with ICE as the sole administrator of its
alternatives to detention program.[39] Private prison companies in 2011 housed nearly half of all
immigration detainees.[40]

Private prison corporations have also exerted their influence on legislators by lobbying for laws that
detain immigrants more frequently and for longer periods of time.[41] According to the Associated
Press, the three corporations holding the largest percentage of ICE detention contracts, including
CCA and GEO, collectively spent at least $45 million in the past decade on campaign donations
and lobbyists at the state and federal levels.[42] The relationships between legislators and private
prison corporations are perhaps best illustrated by Arizona’s controversial S.B. 1070 bill, which
was drafted in the presence of officials from CCA.[43] Of the 36 co-sponsors of S.B. 1070, 30
received campaign contributions from private prison lobbyists or companies, including CCA.[44]

With the recent activity on immigration reform in both the House and the Senate, these companies
have a vested interest in any reform related to interior enforcement. While both GEO and CCA
have denied lobbying on immigration reform, the Lobbying Disclosure Act database shows that
both companies have regularly lobbied the House and Senate on immigration matters in recent
years.[45] With regards to the current effort to pass immigration reform legislation, GEO initially
told media outlets that “The GEO Group has never directly or indirectly lobbied to influence
immigration policy. We have not discussed any immigration reform related matters with any
members of Congress, and we will not participate in the current immigration reform debate.”
However their recent lobbying disclosure forms show that they have hired the DC based lobby
group Navigators Global to lobby on behalf of the company with both houses of Congress on
“issues related to comprehensive immigration reform”[46]. In June, S. 744, the Border Security,
Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act, which is the Senate’s version of a
comprehensive immigration reform bill, passed the Senate. The CBO estimates this bill could
increase the prison population by 14,000, and further estimates a $1.6 billion budget over the next
decade.[47] Private estimates suggest that private prisons will acquire 80 percent of the bed
increase in government contracts, a significant profit for shareholders.[48]
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The influence of private prison corporations is even more troubling given persistent and numerous
complaints by detainees held at private facilities, including sexual abuse,[49] inadequate access to
translators, prolonged detention, and insufficient medical treatment.[50] ICE detention standards,
designed to guide the operation of immigration detention facilities, are not expressly enforceable at
many of the facilities under contract with ICE.[51] Given the lack of strict standards and proper
oversight at these facilities, it is no surprise that sub-par conditions persist at these locations.

In March 2012, the high profile private immigration detention facility in Karnes, Texas, was opened
by GEO Group. The facility was built to specifically house ICE detainees and to be the first “civil
detention center” intended to house low-risk, adult males.[52] The Karnes facility has been
controversial; some say that the accommodations are too plush for the detainees housed there
and others note that alternatives to detention would be a more cost-effective option for detainees in
the facility.[53] The Karnes facility allows for greater unescorted movement, more recreational
opportunities, and better visitation.[54] The facility cost GEO $32 million to build, but their FY 2012
report to shareholders projects $15 million in annual revenues directly from the project.[55] The
company also reported a 650 bed expansion at the Adelanto detention facility in California. They
report operating their ICE contracts at 95-96 percent capacity for which they receive a per diem
rate. ICE will reimburse GEO at a rate of $68.75 per day per detainee for the first 480 detainees
and $56.48 for all detainees above 480. In total, they saw an aggregate increase of $55.6 million in
FY2012 from their ICE contracts.[56]

The Karnes facility further raises the question whether incarcerating low-risk detainees, like those
housed at this type of facility, is appropriate and economically wise when the government could
use less costly alternatives. While the facilities at Karnes are arguably a step up from state prisons
and county jails, where ICE leases bed space for detainees, it only reinforces the government’s
dependence on the detention system for immigrants. Furthermore, it enhances the influence of
private prison companies, which have the most to gain from increasing the number of immigrants
in detention facilities.

The Need to Detain and Alternatives to
Detention
Questions surround ICE’s need to detain individuals on such a massive scale. For example, in
2009, an ICE report found that only 11 percent of detainees had committed what ICE considered to
be violent crimes and the majority of detainees posed no threat to the general public.[57] Given the
predominantly non-criminal make-up of the immigration detention population as well as the
expense and civil rights concerns surrounding detention, more humane and cost-effective
alternatives should be pursued. Many immigrants currently in ICE custody could be safely released
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and, if necessary, monitored with alternative methods, such as telephonic and in-person reporting,
curfews, and home visits.[58]

Recognizing that individual circumstances should be considered when making detention
determinations, ICE launched a risk assessment tool pilot program in Washington and Baltimore in
May 2010 that was designed to assist ICE employees in determining the detention and medical
needs of detainees during the intake process, including when it may be appropriate to use an
Alternative to Detention (ATD) program.[59] Work began to automate the risk assessment process
in April 2011.[60] Standardizing the use of the risk assessment tool could reduce unnecessary
detention and optimize the use of ATD programs by enrolling appropriate individuals.

In her testimony to the House Judiciary Committee in May 2013, former Assistant Secretary for
ICE Julie Myers Wood, testified about the successes of the ATD program. She stressed the need
for individual assessment to determine if an individual should be detained or if they could be
monitored by less restrictive means. Speaking of the program’s successes, she noted that “[w]hat
we have seen in is that immigrants who are in the system . . . show up for their hearing . . . 99
percent of the time . . . [and comply with] removal 84 percent of the time”[61]

Currently, ICE’s ATD program has two primary components: Full-Service (FS) in which contractors
provide equipment and monitoring services along with case management, or Technology-Only
(TO) in which the contractor provides equipment but ICE continues to supervise the participants.
[62] ICE has grown the size of these ATD programs. During FY 2012, ICE maintained an average
daily participant level of 23,034 in the ATD program. This represents a notable increase in
enrollment from the same date in 2011 when 17,957 total individuals were enrolled in ATD
programs.[63] Budgetary figures reflect this growth; for the 2014 fiscal year (Oct. 1, 2013 – Sept.
30, 2014), the House has allocated $96.5 million for ATD programs.[64] However, as illustrated in
Figure 2, spending on ATDs remains dwarfed compared to spending on traditional detention

Figure 3[65]
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As with ICE’s decisions as to who should be detained, concerns exist about how ICE uses ATD
programs. Currently, intensive electronic monitoring is used on some individuals who pose no
danger to the community and are a low flight risk. These individuals could simply be released on
bond or their own recognizance. ICE could use their ATD resources for those who are deemed to
be a flight risk. Alternatives to detention should not be alternatives to release.

Financial justifications support expanding ATD programs. Existing alternatives range in cost from
as low as 0.17 cents up to $17 dollars a day per individual.[66] In FY2012 the average cost per
participant was $5.94.[67] Thus, even if the most expensive alternative programs[68] were used to
monitor the overwhelming majority of detainees without violent criminal histories, a tremendous
amount of resources and money would be saved. If ICE limited its use of detention to individuals
who have committed violent crimes, the agency could save nearly $4 million a night, or $1.44
billion annually—a 79 percent reduction in costs.[69]

Figure 4[71]
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In FY 2010, the last year for which appearance data is available, ATD programs exceeded the
target for appearance rates for immigration hearings by 35.8 percent (the target was 58 percent).
The actual appearance rate was 93.8 percent.[72]

Conclusion
Fiscal accountability by the Federal Government is critical in our current economy, yet immigration
detention continues to raise enormous fiscal concerns. The urgency for an alternative approach is
further fueled by numerous humanitarian concerns endemic to immigration detention. ICE must
reexamine and modify how and why it detains individuals, including maximizing the use of
alternatives to detention programs to take advantage of cost savings. In addition, the government
must be prudent with limited resources by detaining only those who actually pose a risk to public
safety. The fiscal interests of private prison corporations are insufficient rationale to maintain the
current wasteful immigration detention system. Prioritizing the use of scarce resources is the
responsible thing to do, is consistent with other immigration policies, and will help accomplish the
important objectives of enforcing immigration laws and protecting public safety. A close
examination of the figures makes it clear: the numbers behind immigration detention simply do not
add up to sensible policy.
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